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Fun in Oklahoma
By Michael Stephan

October and November have some 
great  flying days.  The temperature 
cools down.  The thermals slow down 
making those afternoon flights very 
enjoyable.

The November fly-in last  month was 
to the Blue Pig in Ardmore, 
Oklahoma for lunch.  I had flown to 
Admore only once in my short  flying 
career, and that instance was a touch 
and go on a training cross-country 
flight.  So, I was eager to go and 
sample the BBQ there.

The temperature was short-sleeve 
weather, but I threw a sweatshirt in 
the airplane just  in case.  In the RV it 
took a little over an hour to make the 
trip from GPM around the east  side of 
the metroplex and then north to 
Ardmore.  I thought  I would see what 
the McKinney tower was doing, since 

the runways were closed.  I asked to 
transition their airspace, and found 
that although the runways were 
closed, they were still busy with pilots 
practicing approaches and with others 
like myself cutting through their 
territory.  They were very 
accommodating and helpful.

About ten miles south of Ardmore , I 
found the traffic pattern was quite 
busy.  The Blue Pig must  be a popular 
place for lunch.  The tower controller 
put me on a right pattern opposite a 
large turbine twin doing a left pattern.  
With both of us on downwind and me 
being number two to land, I waited for 
the twin to  turn base.  I though sure I 
was destined for an airline size 
pattern, but the twin kept it tight.  I 
was still a good distance behind, when 
I landed.  It was a great landing, and 
of course, no one saw it.

Continued on page 3
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December 7th Christmas Party

The December Meeting will be the Christmas Party on 
Friday Dec 7 at the Addison Conference Center located at 
15650 Addison Road.

This is a catered 
affair, and there 
will be lots of 
entertaining 
things as well as 
charitable 
opportunities.  
We also have a 
ride in the 
Cavenaugh 
Stearman and 
AT-6 that will 
also be raffled 
off with the 
proceeds going to 
charity.  Detailed information about the party can be found 
page 6 in the News and Notes section.

As a reminder, this party will replace the Tuesday night 
meeting at the Library.  

Dec. 8th Chapter Fly-In

Our Dec. 8th Fly-In this month is to Lancaster for lunch 
and the annual Fall Sale at  Air Salvage of Dallas, which is 
about a block south of the airport on Ferris Rd.  We have 
attended this sale for quite a few years and will continue 
the tradition. It  is a very popular destination in December, 
so expect a full lunch room.  

  We trickle into the restaurant  on the field once we have 
gotten our fill of shopping.  Here is the information about 
the Sale.

Dec 11  Board Meeting

The BOD meeting will be held on Dec 11th at  the 
Farmers Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM.  The minutes 
from the Nov. BOD meeting recorded by Michael Stephan 
are as follows:

Members in attendance; Mel Asberry, Ann Asberry, Sam 
Cooper, Michael Stephan, Don Christiansen, Bruce Fuller, 
John Phillips, David Cheek and Marvin Brott

December schedule:

• Dec. 7 - Christmas Party 

• Dec 8 - Lancaster Chapter Fly-In 

• Dec 11 - BOD meeting

• No Newsletter Assembly

January Schedule:

• Jan 2 (WED) - Chapter Meeting with Glenn Snyder

• Jan 5 - Chapter Drive in to Cavenaugh Museum at ADS

• Jan 25 (FRI) - Newsletter assembly at the Asberry’s

Chapter Business:

• The financial report was given by Michael Stephan.

• Michael also gave a report on the progress of the 
Chapter 168 wall calendar project. Should be available at 
the December party for a price of $10.

• Sam Cooper reported the two new advertisers for the 
Hangar Echoes.

• Bruce Fuller updated us on the Christmas Party 
arrangements.  Should be a very good evening.

• Future fly-in destinations were also discussed.

December Newsletter Assembly

Since the last Tuesday of the month is December 25, I 
will assemble the January issue myself.  Maybe get some of 
the family to put in a little time.  There will be plenty of 
them available.  Since I am assembling the newsletter, you 
get a picture of me and the RV-8.  Merry Christmas!

Air Salvage of Dallas Annual Sale

**Saturday December 8,  8AM to 4PM**

**EVERYTHING IS ON SALE!! 10 to 50%

OFF**

Engines, Engine Parts, Props, Control 

Surfaces, Wheels & Brakes, AN Fittings, 

Hardware, Radios, Instruments & Much 

More!!!

Located across from the Lancaster 

Airport.

Transportation from the Airport will be 

provided.

**We accept all major credit cards**

ASOD 1361 Ferris Rd. Lancaster, TX 75146

(972)227-1111  www.asod.com
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More Ardmore

When I taxied up to the ramp, there were several other 
chapter members already there.  Initially, I wasn’t sure I 
was in the right place since I was the only RV there.  But, I 
recognized Klaus Trumeper’s Zenair, then Glenn Snyder’s 
Cessna 140 “Wild Thing”, and finally David Cheek’s 
Cessna 172.  I found the right place.

We had a great  group of about  a dozen people.  Many that 
I don’t see at  the monthly fly ins.  Michael Crye flew with 
Don Bird in the Lancair Legacy.  Don Pelligreno and his 
wife also made the trip. Don is a Young Eagle pilot, and it 
was good seeing him as well.  Bruce and Mary Ann Fuller 
brought a Cessna full of people including their daughter 
and grandson Dillon.

The BBQ there was very good. The place was quite full 
for a airport  restaurant.  Since it was such a nice day, we all 
ate outside on the patio.  While there, Doug Reeves, known 
in the RV world as “the other Doug Reeves” flew his light 
sport  in from Addison and had lunch with us.  We covered 
quite a few airplane topics while digesting a really tasty 
lunch.

When finished, we all jumped back in our aircraft  and 
headed home.  On my way back across the Red River, I 
heard on the radio a group of RVs coming back from a 
camp out at  Petit-Jean State Park in Arkansas.  Thats were 
the RVs were. We all hit the Red river abut the same time.  
They stopped in Sherman for gas, and I continued back to 
GPM.

After putting the airplane away in the hangar I reflected 
on how nice the day had been.  I can’t  wait to go back.  
There is plenty of good food and fun in Oklahoma.

From the President’s Desk

Well, not much going on this month except for inspections. The 
Experimental Light-Sport  aircraft  are coming out  of the woodwork. 
Somewhere in between inspections, I managed to get the RV back together 
with a fresh annual condition inspection and an updated EFIS. My Dynon-
D10A now communicates with the GPS 296 giving me current  wind 
components. Another nice feature is that  when I shut down, it remembers the 
elevation, and upon power up, it resets the altimeter setting accordingly.

 With Collin County Regional Airport (TKI) closed for runway resurfacing, 
the radio has been pretty quiet. They are overlaying the runway with 12” of 
concrete for the use by heavier aircraft. If they finish on schedule, they will 
be open again by the time you read this. Gerhard Deffner who tows banners 
out of McKinney with a Citabria has temporarily moved to ShortStop. My 
neighbors are getting a show. They are not used to seeing banners being 

picked up out here. See pictures elsewhere in this newsletter.

Marvin, Pat, Ann & I are getting down to the last preparations for our Cruise. We’ll be leaving early Monday morning, 
VERY EARLY! On the night of the Christmas Party, we’ll be pulling out of Curacao, headed for the Panama Canal. But 
we’ll be thinking about you guys.

Speaking of the Christmas party, don’t forget to get your reservations in. Time is running out rapidly.

Those of you who missed last  month’s meeting missed a very informative program by Marvin Winham with the Drug 
Enforcement  Agency. His talk was so interesting and generated so many questions that  we didn’t get  to the second part  of 
the program on the Reno Air Races and the Mustangs and Legends Gathering, to be given by Glynn Snyder and Bob 
Newton. That will have to be delayed until January.

You also missed the presentation of the “2007 President’s Award” to Michael Stephan for his outstanding contributions to 
EAA Chapter 168. Since Michael joined the club several years ago, he has volunteered for just about everything 
imaginable. Any time a project comes up and I ask who would like to head up a committee, Michael’s standard response 
is, “I can take care of that.” He is a valuable asset to the Chapter. Next time you see him; give him an “AttaBoy.”

Mel

Get registration done early this year.
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Chapter 168 Christmas Party
By Michael Stephan

Don’t miss the Chapter 168 Christmas Party as we Honor 
our Military Veterans

December 7th 2007
Addison Conference Center

15650 Addison Road
Addison, Texas 75001

• Doors open at 6:00 pm

• Dinner at 7:00 will feature Chicken Pomodoro and 
Center Cut Pork Chops, with vegetables, salad, and rolls. 

• Like last year, the Marines will be collecting unwrapped 
toys for the Toys for Tots program. 

• The Army Air Corp Living History Group will be 
displaying artifacts and memorabilia from the WWII era.

• We also will have a raffle for some great prizes.

We will start sell raffle tickets at the door. First prize is a 
ride in Cavanaugh’s AT-6 Texan; second prize is a ride in 
their N2S-4 Stearman.  All the proceeds go to the Marine’s 
Toys for Tots program.  There will also be a door prize of a 
year’s family membership to the Frontiers of Flight 
Museum.  There will be plenty of entertainment.

Parking is available on the west  side of the building and 
on the street, Addison Circle, south of the building. If you 
enter using the south-facing door you will be near our 
party’s location.  There will also be signs in the Conference 
Center directing you there.  Plan to arrive by 6:00 PM. 
Dinner is served 7 to 8 PM with a program and a few 
surprises to follow. Cost is $14 per person. All chapter 
members, their families and guests are welcome.

We need to have your reservation by Tuesday December 
4th, so we can give the caterer a accurate head count.  You 
can pay at the door, or use the paypal link on the website at 
www.eaa168.org.  Contact  me at  (Michael Stephan)
214-232-2405 or email me at mstephan@shr.net

We thank Bruce and Mary Ann Fuller for organizing this 
year’s event.  It should be a great time.  There has been a 
great  amount  of excitement  and preparation for this event.  
We hope you enjoy it.

RVator Goes Online
By Michael Stephan

For RV enthusiasts and builders, the RVator was the 
publication that kept  you motivated to keep building and it 
was chocked full of great  information.  I couldn’t wait to 
get next issue and find out  what was on Van’s mind.  My 
only dislike was they only published six editions each year 
and it always in black and white.

Now, one of those problems have been solved.  Starting 
with the first issue of 2008, the RVator will be published 
online in color in PDF format.  The best  part  is the online 
version will be free.  Yes, free.  You can still pay for and 
receive the B/W version via mail if you wish.

Since I always forget to renew my subscription, this is a 
welcome addition. I can’t wait for the next issue.

RV-3 Buzz
By Michael Stephan

I have always liked the look of the RV-3.  It is the one 
airplane I would still like to build.  Most people think I’m 
crazy to want  a single seat  airplane, since the performance 
is not that much greater than the two seat  versions.  But, I 
may not be alone.  Recently several people have finished 
RV-3s and even more are talking about  starting one.  Doug 
Reeves started a blog about it at www.RV-3B.com 

The main difficulty of the RV-3 build is it  is the kit  is not 
prepunched.  It  takes longer to build.  Jay Pratt, also with 
some interest in building one, asked Van if he would 
prepunch the kit.  Jay said Van would consider it  if he could 
get enough orders to make it  worth the effort.  You can 
count me in for a prepunched kit.  So, let the RV-3 buzz 
continue.  Below is a picture of Randy Lervold.’s RV-3.
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PLBs Revisted
By Michael Stephan

A few years back, I wrote an article that explained what  a 
Personal Locator Beacon (PLB) was and how it  works.  
Recent events at Oshkosh and the Steve Faucett 
disappearance got me thinking about  it  again.  But  first, a 
little review on how it works.

The PLB is a small self contained 
portable device the requires manual 
activation. They can have GPS 
information input  to them or have the 
GPS built in. Pictured is the ACR 
Aquafix 406 with the internal GPS 
built in.  It  also has the ability to have 
you GPS location input from a GPS 
receiver via the GPS receiver’s 
NMEA output .

When you activate the Personal 
Locator Beacon, it sends your signal 
to COSPAS-SARSAT  satellites that 
continually circle the globe. This 

signal is then relayed to a ground station so search and 
rescue personnel can be notified. In less than an hour, aid 
can be on its way. After several passes, the satellite 
pinpoints the PLB's location to within 2.5 miles. Interface a 
GPS receiver or utilize the built-in GPS, and your precise 
position is sent immediately.

Each PLB is equipped with a UIN (Unique Identifying 
Number).  This code is what  is transmitted in the electronic 
burst  to the satellites. The UIN is linked to a computer 
database. The electronic burst  provides Search and Rescue 
with your location, while the UIN links to the database and 

provides your name, address, phone number and any 
pertinent information such as medical problems, of which 
Search and Rescue should be aware.

There are several advantages of the PLB over the typical 
121.5 mhz ELT.  ELTs run on 0.1 Watts of power, where a 
PLB has 5 Watts of power output. 

A PLB without a GPS will allow authorities to pinpoint 
your position within a one to three miles .  A PLB with a 
GPS will show your almost exact position - within 300 feet.  
With an ELT, the search party will have up to a 500 square 
mile area in which they will need to search.

An ELT is completely anonymous - no contact data is 
sent.  With a PLB, authorities will immediately know the 
identity and contact information based on the transmission.

The PLB is also portable, so you can use it  on any 
excursion in the wilderness. It is not just an airplane fixture.

There are also some disadvantages to the PLB for aircraft 
use.  One is the manual activation.  It has no G-switch to 
activate it  in case of a crash (it also doesn’t activate on the 
rare hard landing).  The pilot must remain conscious to set 
off the PLB or activate it  before a crash, and who would 
have time for that.  So, it  is not  a very good replacement for 
the more suited ELT in that predicament. 

Each has a battery that  allows operation for about 24 
hours. In the case of the ELT  after the first  24 hours what 
do you do?  Search and Rescue (SAR) can no longer 
triangulate on it.  They would only have a last known signal 
to use.  However, with the PLB your GPS coordinates 
would be broadcast, and SAR can fly directly to those 
coordinates.

So this year at Oshkosh, Marvin and I are walking 
through the vendor hangars when we come across a display 
of PLBs.  I extol the virtues of these life saving devices.  
Phrases like, “It  speeds up the rescue time.”, “It  reduces 
your time injured in the wilderness.”, “If those lost on Mt. 
Hood had one, they would still be alive.” , and  “What  is 
your life worth?” punctuated my argument.  Marvin asked, 
“So are you going to get  one.”  I instantly replied, “No.  
They’re too expensive.  If they come down $100 it  would 
be a no-brainer.”  There goes the “what is your life worth” 
argument.  Mine seems to be worth about $100.  Since 
then, the prices have come down some.  I found an ACR 
unit with the built in GPS for less than $500. That puts it in 
my range.  With Christmas around the corner, convincing a 
loved one of the value of a prompt  rescue might  yield one 
under the Christmas tree.  In my case, the value of that 
quick rescue varies on who you talk to.

There is a cheaper option.  A new device call the “SPOT 
Messenger”, which is a satellite personal tracker, is 
receiving attention.  It  is different  than a PLB in that  it  uses 
a private firm to do all the tracking.  The technology is 
similar to that the police use to track stolen cars equipped 
with a tracking device.  The SPOT costs about $150, but 
there is a $99/year subscription that is required.  For an 
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additional $50/yr your 
SPOT’s location can be 
tracked via a website by 
your family or your buddies.   
The device send out  your 
position every ten minutes.   
Below is a sample of what 
that track information would 
look like. You can also use 
the device to send messages 
to your friends and family.  
That sounds more fun and 
exciting than a beacon that 
sits idle until an emergency 
arises.  But, I hate 
subscription fees.  However, compared to the PLB you can 
use the SPOT  with all the fees for two years and be at  the 
same cost.  All the while, your friends can watch you jet 
across the country and be at  the airport just  in time to pick 
you up.  It can also be used in the car, so grandma can see 
when little red riding hood will be arriving.  Good thing 
SPOT wasn’t around during my high school driving days.

There are some other 
considerations to the 
whole rescue beacon 
argument.  On Feb. 1, 
2009, the COSPAS-
SARSAT satellite will 
stop monitoring the 
121.5 mhz frequency, 
making your typical 
ELT much less useful.  
Over-flying airliners 
may still monitor that 
frequency, but they 
have been trying to 
push user fees on me, 
so I don’t know if I 
would put my rescue 
eggs in their basket.  
With the deactivation 
of the 121.5 
monitoring, the FAA is 
pushing that all ELTs 
be replaced with the 
406 mhz versions.  I’m sure a mandate will be in our future.  
They will probably give a few years past 2009 to get that 
done, but today those units are well over $1000.   
Hopefully, production scale will bring the price down.

In the meantime, I would like something that  fills the gap 
until I have to spend those big bucks.  The PLB and the 
SPOT look like good choices.  Don’t be surprised if you 
see one in my airplane.  Dear Santa…….

You can find more information on SPOT at                   
http://www.findmespot.com/  and information on the ACR 
PLBs can be found at http://www.acrelectronics.com/ 

PRECISION AIRMOTIVE LLC ANNOUNCES THE SALE 

OF ITS FLOAT CARBURETOR BUSINESS
November 20, 2007 Press Release

Precision Airmotive LLC has reached a tentative 
agreement  to sell its MSA line of float  carburetors and 
spare parts with a group including Tim Henderson, 
President  of Aero Accessories, and others involved in the 
manufacture of the Tempest  brand of general aviation 
products.  The details of the agreement  remain undisclosed, 
however the production line will be moved to a North 
Carolina headquarters and manufacturing facility.  The 
acquisition and move are scheduled to be completed by 
January 31, 2008.

Precision Airmotive believes that  the Henderson Group's 
experience and reputation for quality will serve the industry 
well and that these popular and proven carburetors will 
continue to provide years of service.  The Tempest name is 
known for well supported high quality products, and we are 
sure that  customers will experience the type of service they 
have come to expect from Precision Airmotive.  This is a 
sad day for our company as we have been forced to sell off 
a product line that we believe is proven and reliable, for 
reasons beyond our control.

Precision Airmotive LLC is the leading manufacturer of 
fuel controls for the general aviation industry and will 
continue to manufacture RSA fuel injection for certified 
aircraft, Silver Hawk fuel injection for experimental 
aircraft, and Eagle EMS electronic engine controls for 
experimental aircraft at our Marysville, Washington facility.

Roger Hall -General Manager Precision Airmotive LLC
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Banner Towing Operation at ShortStop 

Airfield
By Mel

 While the Collin County Regional Airport  is closed for 
runway resurfacing, Gerhard Deffner has relocated his 
Citabria to ShortStop. He tows a relatively short  banner 
around McKinney. My neighbors are not  used to seeing 
banner pick-ups, so it  is quite exciting for them. One came 
over and asked me "Did he pick that  up with his 
tailwheel?" I had to explain that  he takes off with the tow 
cable taped up to the cockpit. After take-off, he removes the 
tape which allows the cable to trail behind the tow hook on 
the tail. He then makes a pass and hooks the banner 
rigging, which has been strung between two uprights. Later 
when he returns, he makes a low pass and releases the 
banner near the runway, lands and puts everything away 
until the next trip.

Interesting happening last week. The last  letter of the 
banner takes a beating, so it  must be repaired every once in 

a whi le . Las t week the las t le t ter in 
"ABOUTMCKINNEY.COM" had to be repaired. He was in 
a rush to get  off on time and failed to double check the 
banner. After he had picked up the banner and headed for 
McKinney, he got to thinking, "Am I towing 
"ABOUTMCKINNEY.COW"? As it turns out, it WAS 
correct after all.

Below are pictures taken by Ann of the pick-up operation.

Gerhard tows banners, tows gliders, gives instruction is 
his Citabria, his Cessna 150, his Cessna 172, and gliders.

He's a versitle all around guy.
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Light Sport Planes at MidWay
By Michael Stephan

One of the new Light Sport designs that is getting very 
popular is the Flight Design CT. There is one at GPM that 
is the current  Light  Sport  trainer.  At the Ardmore fly-in, 
Doug Reeves brought  his CT. They are popping up 
everywhere.

A composite airframe made of carbon fiber an kevlar 
combine to make a very light, streamlined and efficient 
airframe.  That  means that a small amount of horsepower is 
able to give this light aircraft very impressive performance.  
With a fuel capacity of 34 gallons and a cruise consumption 
rate of 4.5 gal/hr the CT has a range of over 1000 miles at a 
cruise speed of 112 kts.  With an empty weight of 649 lbs 
and a gross weight of 1320 lbs, there is plenty of room for 
pilot, passenger, baggage and fuel.

The airplanes are being sold by Hi View Aviation, Inc at 
Midway Airport.  Their website can be found at 
www.HiViewAviation.com.  Carol Walker is helping with 
training, transition and demonstration rides in the unique 
airplane.  Although Carol is a big promoter of tailwheel 
instruction, she loves the CT.

If you are interested in the CT, contact  Carol Walker 
214-948-0440 or Bobby Westbrook at 972-989-4900 or via 
email at bw@HiViewAviation.com.  They would be glad to 
show off the performance of CT.
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So Smaart Young Eagles
By Michael Stephan

Last  month we had another enjoyable day with the So 
Smaart girls at Dallas Executive.  This group is so much 
fun to fly because they are enthusiastic and their sponsors 
are very well organized.  Having done this for the past  four 
or five years, we are pretty efficient at getting these girls 
their first ride.

The weather that day was forecast  to be great, but the 
early morning mist  and fog kept the pilots north of the 
metroplex on the ground.  Ken Lifland and Don Bird were 
able to fly IFR and make their way to Dallas Executive, 
were the sky was clear.  But once we started flying the 
overcast  started to drop down on us as well.  Luckily we 
got all the flights in just  before the ceiling was no longer 
VFR.  Naturally, once we were done the skies began to 
clear, and it turned out to be a nice day.

We had four pilots and planes that  day.  Don Christiansen, 
who is a fixture at these events, Don Bird, who is at  most 
chapter events, and Ken Lifland, whose Cessna has flown 
many a Young Eagle for us over the past few years.  Indus 
also donated a plane and pilot for the event, which was 
greatly appreciated.  So, a majority of the planes were from 
the experimental category.

These events are very rewarding, but  they also take work 
and organization to run smoothly.  Jim and Jane Quinn do a 
terrific job. We thank them for their hard work.
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Upcoming Events
By Michael Stephan

As the flying season for another year come to and end, the 
fly-in calendar comes to a screeching halt.  So there is not 
many events, but here are a few regulars to pick from.  This 
month you will have to find a buddy and make your own 
fly-in. Don’t Forget  our planned outing to Lancaster on 
Dec. 8.

DEC 1 EAA Chapter 1347 Central Texas Squadron 
Monthly BBQ Luncheon 3T5 Fayette Regional Air Center 
Airport La Grange, Texas, 
11:00 AM - 1:00 PM
AGENDA: Come out & see some airplanes, talk to some 
pilots & eat good BBQ!!
DONATION: $5.00 (Donations benefit Aviation 
Scholarships to your local youth.)
Contact: Skip Caldwell | frac@cvtv.net | 979-242-4056
http://www.co.fayette.tx.us/frac 

DEC 8 Fajita Fly In Angelina County Airport KLFK 
Lufkin, Texas,
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Visit the BEST Fly In around!! Free Fajitas, Beans, Rice 
and Cookies. Donations accepted. Discounted fuel. Good 
company. Second Saturday of each month sponsored by 
EAA Chapter 1219 and the Angelina County Airport. 
Discount fuel for attendees.

DEC 8 - 9 0F2 Bowie Municipal Airport Bowie, Texas
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
Second Monday
Free Fly-in Brunch for pilots and passanger @ Bowie 
Municipal Airport the weekend before of each second 
Monday. Sponsored by The Perfect Approach Fly-in of 
December 2007 sponsored by Dos Chiles Grandes 
restaurant

DEC 15 Fly-In, Lunch, Meeting KGLE Gainesville 
Municipal Airport Gainesville. 
11:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Texas Chapter Antique Airplane Association Monthly Fly-
In, Meeting and Catered Christmas Lunch. Members bring 
presents for exchange. Visitors Welcome. A small fee for 
lunch.
Contact: Phil Cook | jpcookie1@verizon.net | 972-874-1117
http://www.txaaa.org

Yellow Bird on a Roll
By Michael Stephan

Last  month a few of the RV drivers camped out  at Petit-
Jean State park in Arkansas.  Don Christiansen was one of 
them, and the photos on the right were taken by MarthaJane 
King from the back seat  of Beautiful Doll as Don was 
doing a roll in Yellow Bird.

The timing is incredible, so I thought  you would enjoy 
them as well.  
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Starlite Project: Mark Brown composite design. Wings ready to 
prep for paint; fuselage ready for engine mount and control 
installation; canopy finished and fitted to fuselage. All parts 
including engine and instruments. Fits Sportplane or 
experimental category.  $7,900.  Call Dale Medlin, 
972-424-6802.

Rapco engine driven vacuum pump RA215CC with fittings.  
$80 (Aircraft Spruce price $320).Suction gauge 1” unused.  $40. 
(Spruce price $78).  Mechanical tachometer 0-3500 rpm marked 
for Lycoming O320.  $15. Beechcraft electric fuel pump $20.  
ADF indicator IN521 B. $15.  L brackets (cast/machined) for 
aligning RV empennage.  12 for $10.  
George Kilishek 972-250-2906.  s_kilishek@yahoo.com.

Rotax  503 SC with type B gear box and Rotax electric start kit 
installed.  25 hrs since major overhaul at 325 total hours 
( Manufacturer recommends major overhaul at this time).  The 
engine was running great before overhaul and is running great 
now.  $4000, call Jerry Mrazek at 817-265-0834.

Garmin 190 GPS COM handheld radio.   Still works great, data 
base was updated 4 years ago.  Package includes charger, owner's 
manual, and headset and push-to-talk interface.  $700, call Jerry 
Mrazek at 817-265-0834.
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We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format, 
and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience 
accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to 
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New Member

Renewal

Info Change

Membership dues for EAA Dallas 
Chapter 168 are $20/year.

Make checks payable to EAA 
Chapter 168

Mail application to:
EAA Dallas Chapter 168
PO Box 168
Addison, TX 75001-0168

National EAA offices:

Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086

National EAA Membership:

(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761
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! Young Eagles
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